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Forward looking statements
This presentation contains certain “forward-looking statements”. All statements, other than statements of historical fact, that address activities, events or developments that CIC Energy Corp. (“CIC”
or the “Company”) believes, expects or anticipates will or may occur in the future are forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements reflect the current internal projections,
expectations or beliefs of CIC based on information currently available to CIC. Such forward-looking statements include, among other things, statements relating to the Mmamabula Energy Project
(the “Project”) with respect to estimates and/or assumptions in respect of mineral resources, mineral resource qualities, targets, future production, the selection of a preferred engineering,
procurement and construction (EPC) contractor, goals, scheduling, objectives, plans and future economic, market and other conditions. Forward-looking statements are subject to significant risks
and uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those discussed in the forward-looking statements, and even if such actual results are realized or
substantially realized, there can be no assurance that they will have the expected consequences to, or effects on CIC. Factors that could cause actual results or events to differ materially from
current expectations include, but are not limited to: volatility of and sensitivity to market prices for coal and prices (market or otherwise) for electricity; changes in equity markets; capital and
operating costs varying significantly from estimates; environmental and safety risks, including increased regulatory burdens; failure to complete a positive bankable feasibility study on the Project;
the grade, quality and recovery of coal which is mined varying from estimates (the mineral resource figures referred to in this presentation are estimates and no assurances can be given that the
indicated levels of coal will be produced); inflation; changes in exchange rates; Rand liquidity and constraints under applicable South African law and/or practice on the amount that a single lender is
able to lend to a single borrower; delays in the development of the Project caused by unavailability of equipment (or equipment failure), labour or supplies or limited capacity among EPC contractors
or by climatic conditions, seismic activity, other natural phenomena or otherwise; risks relating to labour; unexpected geological or hydrological conditions; insufficient transportation and
transmission capacity; geological and mechanical conditions; delays or failures in obtaining regulatory permits and/or licences respecting mining, power generation and/or power transmission lines;
the existence of undetected or unregistered interests or claims, whether in contract or tort, over the properties of CIC; availability of water (and sorbent) at cost effective prices; inability to enter
into power purchase agreements and/or transmission agreements with Eskom Holdings Limited and (to a lesser extent) Botswana Power Corporation or other requisite agreements, including a
preliminary agreement and/or definitive fixed price contracts with reputable EPC contractors and other agreements required to facilitate the development, operation and financing of the Project,
including with International Power plc, on favourable terms or at all; failure to raise additional funds (by way of debt and/or equity) on favourable terms to finance such development; inability to
obtain tax concessions from the Government of Botswana and requisite credit support from the Government of South Africa and/or the Government of Botswana; changes in government
regulations and policies, including tax and trade laws and policies; political risks arising from operating in Africa; lack of markets for coal resources, if any, which may exceed the projected coal
consumption of the Phase One and Phase Two power plants of the Project; the termination of the preliminary agreement with Sumitomo Corporation; the inability to enter into a definitive
agreement with Sumitomo Corporation regarding its possible subscription for a 20% interest in Meepong Energy (Mauritius) (Pty) Limited; or other factors (including development and operating
risks).
Any forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date on which it is made and, except as may be required by applicable securities laws, CIC disclaims any intent or obligation to update any
forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future events or results or otherwise. Although CIC believes that the assumptions inherent in the forward-looking statements are
reasonable, forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and accordingly undue reliance should not be put on such statements due to the inherent uncertainty therein.
Mineral resource figures included in this presentation are estimates and no assurances can be given that the indicated levels of coal will be produced. Such estimates are expressions of judgment
based on knowledge, mining experience, analysis of drilling results and industry practices. Valid estimates made at a given time may significantly change when new information becomes available.
While CIC believes that the mineral resource estimates included in this presentation are well established, by their nature resource estimates are imprecise and depend, to a certain extent, upon
statistical inferences which may ultimately prove unreliable.
The extent to which mineral resources may ultimately be reclassified as proven or probable reserves is dependent upon the demonstration of their profitable recovery. The evaluation of mineral
reserves or resources is always influenced by economic and technological factors, which may change over time. No assurances can be given that any mineral resource estimate will ultimately be
reclassified as proven or probable reserves.
If CIC’s mineral resource estimates for its coal properties are inaccurate or are reduced in the future, this could have a material adverse impact on CIC.
Mineral resources are not mineral reserves and do not have demonstrated economic viability. Measured and indicated resources are sufficiently well defined to allow geological and grade
continuity to be reasonably assumed and permit the application of technical and economic parameters in assessing the economic viability of the resource. Inferred resources are estimated on
limited information not sufficient to verify geological and grade continuity or to allow technical and economic parameters to be applied. Inferred resources are too speculative geologically to have
economic considerations applied to them to enable them to be categorized as mineral reserves as there is no certainty that mineral resources can be upgraded to mineral reserves through
continued exploration.
Conditions of Presentation
This presentation does not constitute or form part of, a prospectus relating to CIC, nor does it constitute or form part of, any offer or invitation to sell, allot or issue or any solicitation of any offer
to purchase or subscribe for, any securities in CIC nor shall it (or any part of it) or the fact of its distribution form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, or act as any inducement to enter
into, any contract or commitment for such securities.
The information in this document is subject to verification and completion and change. Accordingly, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made or given on behalf of CIC or any of
its members, directors, officers or employees, or any other person as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions contained in this document. Neither CIC nor any of its
directors, officers or employees, nor any other person accepts any liability whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this document or its contents or otherwise arising in connection
therewith.
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3. Advantages of the MEP
4. Progress to date
5. Key lessons learnt

Additional information included
A. Contact information
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Introduction to the MEP
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Overview




CIC Energy Corp. (“CIC”) is developing the Mmamabula Energy Complex
•

Aims to exploit the extensive and proven Mmamabula coalfield in Botswana

•

Is a 3 billion tonne (fully drilled out) coal deposit located in southeastern
Botswana

The MEP is CIC’s main focus
•

•

Consists of
–

A ~6.0mtpa Run-of-Mine open strip coal mine

–

Supplying a ~1,320MW power station (two 660MW (gross) units), and

–

Related new infrastructure (supporting the construction and operations)

Eskom and the Botswana Power Corporation (“BPC”) agreed off-takers
(collectively the “Off-takers”)
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Overview (cont.)


The MEP is the most advanced Independent Power Producer (“IPP”) project
which has been 4 years in the making and which can meet the urgent demand
for new base load capacity in southern Africa
•

Environmental Impact Assessment (to World Bank, IFC and Equator Principles
standards) substantially complete (18+ month process)

•

Site selection, water supply, transmission solution and infrastructure design
completed

•

Owner’s engineer appointed

•

EPC contractor appointed and EPC contract concluded

•

Fund raising process underway



Commercial operation of the first power unit is expected in early 2013, with the
second unit to follow four months later



It is anticipated that additional power stations will be developed in subsequent
phases (as brownfield expansions) in the future

Well advanced 1,320MW base load IPP with the potential for additional
capacity
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Location




Botswana’s Mmamabula
coalfield is an extension of
South Africa’s Waterberg
coalfield
The Waterberg
• Contains in excess of 40%
of South Africa’s coal
reserves
• Is host to Exxaro’s 19mtpa
Grootegeluk coal mine and
Eskom’s 3,690MW (gross)
Matimba power station
• Is also host to Eskom’s
~4,800MW (gross) Medupi
power station currently
under construction

Ideally located in close proximity to the South African power grid within short
distance of major transport and communications infrastructure
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Transmission solution









Transmission solution created in
partnership with Eskom and BPC
Tight integration with Eskom and
BPC networks in South Africa and
Botswana
BPC responsible for integration of
Mmamabula plant into BPC system
• Connection to BPC by tie-in of
400kV line from Morupule B to
Isang
Eskom responsible for all
transmission infrastructure in South
Africa
• 2 x 400kV lines from the MEP
to the Botswana/South Africa
border
Long-term solution catering for
significant future expansions

Well advanced transmission solution developed in partnership with off-takers
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Overview of the MEP structure,
funding and key participants
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Overview of the MEP Project Finance structure
CIC

Other Strategic
Equity Investors

IPP Partner
Collectively “the Sponsors”

O&M

Power Hold Co

Mine Hold Co

O&M Contract

Shareholders Agreement

Shareholders Agreement

Option to acquire 15%

Coal Supply Agreement

Meepong Energy
“Borrower”

Meepong Resources
“Mineco”

Mining Rights &
Concession

Government of
Botswana

Water Supply
Agreement

Memorandum of
Understanding

Power Plant
License

Government of
South Africa

Inter-company loan

EPC Contract

ServiceCo
EPC Contractor
WaterCo

Finance Documents

Senior Debt
Providers

Power Purchase
Agreement

Eskom

BPC

SA and Botswana
Energy
Regulators

The MEP structure is designed to enable funders to evaluate the mine and power
station as a combined economic unit
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Overview of the MEP funding structure




Proposed debt:equity ratio of c.80:20 is capped for the life
of the PPA
Higher gearing favoured to reduce tariff
Higher debt levels for IPP project finance possible as a
result of
•
Cashflow stability
•
Off-taker credit worthiness
•
Sound regulatory frameworks
•
Host country support and stability
•
Cost recovery mechanisms in Power Purchase
Agreements (“PPAs”)
•
Sound security package with step-in rights
•
Default protections

Key project characteristics support the proposed funding structure
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Key participants: The Sponsors
Sponsors
CIC
International IPP
Other strategic investors

Debt providers
Senior debt



CIC was founded by Tau Capital Corp. and
listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange and
Botswana Stock Exchange in 2006



An International IPP - a leading
independent electricity generating
company
• Will be the operator of the power
station for the duration of the PPAs
• Negotiations advancing (due
diligences commenced)



Other potential Strategic Investors:
• Negotiations advancing (due
diligences commenced)

Mmamabula Energy Project
Integrated power station and coal mine

EPC contractor
Shanghai Electric Group

Off-takers
Eskom
BPC

Sponsors have capacity and credibility to bring the MEP on line as planned
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Key participants: Senior debt providers


Sponsors
CIC
International Power
Other strategic investors

Debt providers
Senior debt



Mmamabula Energy Project
Integrated power station and coal mine

EPC contractor
Shanghai Electric Group

Off-takers
Eskom
BPC



Export Credit Agency backed funding:
• China Exim (with Sinosure credit
guarantee cover assumed)
• Export Credit Insurance Corporation
of South Africa to support roughly
$1bn South African goods and
services to the MEP
DFIs:
• African Development Bank
• International Finance Corporation
• Development Bank of South Africa
• Industrial Development Corporation
• Others
SA commercial tranche
 Joint Mandated Lead Arranger role
for ABSA Capital and Standard Bank
 Will potentially include Chinese
Banks such as ICBC, Bank of China
and China Construction Bank

Despite the current credit crisis development finance is still available for projects
that contribute to the meaningful development of the region
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Key participants: EPC contractor
Sponsors
CIC
International Power
Other strategic investors



Shanghai Electric Group (“SEC”) selected as
EPC contractor - contracts signed



SEC ranks among largest manufacturer of
power plants in the world (30 GW in 2007,
comprising units of between 300MW and
1,000MW each)

Debt providers
Senior debt

Mmamabula Energy Project
Integrated power station and coal mine

Fixed price, lump sum turn-key EPC
contract for the power station
 Confirmed construction period Commercial Operation Date for Unit #1 at
latest by end month 46
 EPC contract includes traditional EPC
performance and risk mitigating measures


EPC contractor
Shanghai Electric Group

EPC contractor assuming
full completion and
performance risk

Off-takers
Eskom
BPC

A fixed price turn key contract secured with an experienced and established EPC
contractor which is assuming key risks
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Key participants: Off-takers
CIC
International Power
Other strategic investors

Debt providers
Senior debt

Mmamabula Energy Project
Integrated power station and coal mine

EPC contractor
Shanghai Electric Group

The MEP is designed around 30 year PPAs
with the Off-takers
• Eskom - 75% of capacity
• BPC - 25 % of capacity
 Both PPAs with Eskom and BPC have
substantially similar terms
• Only pay for available capacity
 Rand based tariff with two components
• Fixed tariff (debt service, fixed operating
costs and fixed fuel charges) - based on
power station's tested capacity and
payable regardless of level of dispatch
• Variable tariff (variable operating costs
and variable fuel costs) - monthly energy
payment based on delivered energy
(indexed)


Sponsors

Off-takers
Eskom
BPC

Eskom not assuming
Botswana political risk

PPAs close to finalisation, final offers submitted to Off-takers
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Advantages of the MEP
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Advantages of the MEP
Coal qualities and volumes proven and detailed mine plans
developed
Security of supply

Own and control
primary energy
source



Project at an
advanced stage



Water resource proven and agreement in place with the Government of
Botswana (“GOB”) on the allocation of the drawing rights



Site selected and geotechnical work substantially complete



Environmental Impact Assessments substantially complete



Infrastructure packages designed and issued for tender



MEP debt financing process already underway with well-known DFIs, ECAs
and others



Commercial operation of first unit expected in early 2013 with second unit
coming on-line four months later



Transmission solution being implemented



Proximity to Eskom’s transmission system for Matimba / Medupi

Proximity to
South African
border
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Advantages of the MEP (cont.)


In-house CIC mining and power generation and transmission
expertise



Agreement with SEC as EPC contractor



Term sheets concluded with International Power as IPP partner

Appropriate
allocation of risk



Fixed price, lump-sum turn-key EPC contract



Limited recourse project finance

Host country
support



Legal framework for IPPs now developed in Botswana, subject to
implementation



Botswana Implementation Agreement substantially complete



Memorandum of Understanding signed between the governments of
South Africa and Botswana

World class
development
team

Intergovernmental
support
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Progress to date
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Summary of MEP progress and key milestones






Equity providers
•
Negotiations with
International IPP and other
strategic investors at an
advanced stage
Debt funders
•
Potential funders identified
and engaged
•
Negotiations on funding
agreements progressing
• Awaiting further details
on the PPA
EPC contractor selected
•
Project agreements finalised
GOB and BPC
•
Negotiations progressing and
at an advanced stage
•
Fully supportive of the MEP










Eskom approval of the final offer
BPC board approval
Finalisation and approval of PPAs
•
Eskom PPA
•
BPC PPA
Finalisation of all licenses
•
Import license
•
Mining license
•
IPP license
Finalisation of pricing and tariff
structure with NERSA
Finalisation of all project
agreements, including funding
agreements

Significant tangible progress has been made to date

2013

Unit 2 completion and takeover – ±H2



Key milestones to end-June 2009

Unit 1 completion and takeover – ±H1

Progress to date
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Key lessons learnt
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Key lessons learnt


IPP’s require host government support in order to establish a proper IPP
regulatory framework



Host country energy intensity often too low to justify economies of scale
therefore large scale IPP’s need to be able to sell energy cross-border



Sizeable base load IPP’s in Southern Africa need a framework to be able to sell
power directly into the Southern African Power Pool (SAPP) grid



Difficulty with negotiating PPA’s with the domestic utility as the “single-buyer”



IPP Tariffs need to be evaluated based on an independent and informed analysis
between an IPP’s new build costs and a utility’s new build costs especially to
ensure a like-for-like comparison is made, also taking into account relative risk
allocations.



Independent guidance and / or assessment of new build costs required (which has
now been recognised in National Energy Regulator of South Africa draft rules)
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Contact Information
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A: Contact information
Queries should be directed to
Greg Kinross
President
CIC Energy Corp
Ground Floor, St. Andrews
Inanda Green, Albertyn St, Wierda Valley
P.O. Box 784938
Sandton, 2146
South Africa
Tel: +27 11 305 1850
Fax: +27 11 783 2006
E-mail address:
greg.kinross@cicenergy.com

Jennifer Feinberg
Executive Vice President, Finance
CIC Energy Corp
Ground Floor, St. Andrews
Inanda Green, Albertyn St, Wierda Valley
P.O. Box 784938
Sandton, 2146
South Africa
Tel: +27 11 305 1850
Fax: +27 11 783 2006
E-mail address:
jennifer.feinberg@cicenergy.com
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